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Abstract: Tourist attraction and tour route recommendation are the key research highlights in the 
field of smart tourism. Currently, the existing recommendation algorithms encounter certain prob-
lems when making decisions regarding tourist attractions and tour routes. This paper presents a 
smart tourism recommendation algorithm based on a cellular geospatial clustering and weighted 
collaborative filtering. The problems are analyzed and concluded, and then the research ideas and 
methods to solve the problems are introduced. Aimed at solving the problems, the tourist attraction 
recommendation model is set up based on a cellular geographic space generating model and a 
weighted collaborative filtering model. According to the matching degree between the tourists’ in-
terest needs and tourist attraction feature attributes, a precise tourist attraction recommendation is 
obtained. In combination with the geospatial attributes of the tourist destination, the spatial adja-
cency clustering model based on the cellular space generating algorithm is set up, and then the 
weighted model is introduced for the collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm, which en-
sures that the recommendation result precisely matches the tourists’ needs. Providing precise re-
sults, the optimal tour route recommendation model based on the precise tourist attraction ap-
proach vector algorithm is set up. The approach vector algorithm is used to search the optimal route 
between two POIs under the condition of multivariate traffic modes to provide the tourists with the 
best motive benefits. To verify the feasibility and advantages of the algorithm, this paper designs a 
sample experiment and analyzes the resulting data to obtain the relevant conclusion. 

Keywords: tourist attraction cellular unit; cellular generating space; weighted collaborative filtering; 
smart recommendation; tour route planning 
 

1. Introduction 
A smart recommendation system that provides suitable tourist attraction and route 

recommendations for tourists is a research highlight in the field of smart tourism [1]. It 
can automatically provide potentially interesting tourist attractions for tourists and offer 
them a convenient service. The current recommendation methods include the user-based 
method, the content-based method, the knowledge-based method, the user characteris-
tics-based method, and the association rules-based method, etc. Each method has its ad-
vantages and disadvantages, and the user-based method and content-based method are 
frequently used [2,3]. 

Mou [4] used the collaborative filtering method to forecast tourists’ evaluation scores 
on tourist attractions in accordance with similar tourist attraction scores. Filipe Santos [5] 
proposed a recommendation system that considers users’ functionality levels. Yanqing 
Cui [6] designed a kind of tourist attraction label system. According to the association 
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model among the tourist, tourist attraction and tourism label, the user interest model was 
set up to recommend tourist attractions. Choi Il Young [7] proposed a travel recommen-
dation system based on collaborative filtering and constraint satisfaction filtering. Li 
Guangli [8] used a questionnaire survey and the crawler algorithm to obtain the tourist 
and tourist attraction data. The collaborative filtering method was used to calculate the 
textual similarity between the target user and each cluster center and finally obtain the 
recommendation list. Ya Zhou [9] presented a kind of collaborative filtering recommen-
dation method based on tourists’ location labels and preferences. Mehrbakhsh Nilashi [10] 
presented a hybrid collaborative filtering recommendation method based on dimension 
reduction and prediction technology. Shi [11] designed a tourism collaborative filtering 
recommendation model that incorporates tourist attraction attributes. Chen [12] used the 
collaborative filtering algorithm to recommend the tourist attractions. Zhu [13] used a 
stratified sampling statistical model to obtain users’ preferences. Furthermore, the im-
proved Bayes individualized sequencing method was used to optimize the recommenda-
tion system. Li [14] presented a collaborative filtering algorithm. It used the clustering 
method DBSCAN to set up a user consumption model and obtain a the recommendation 
system for the WeChat applet. Liu [15] studied the tourism recommendation systems 
based on a clustering algorithm, stratified sampling statistical model and SVD++ algo-
rithm, respectively. Chen [16] presented a tourism group recommendation method com-
bined with collaborative filtering and user preferences. Leila Esmaeili [17] set up a tourism 
recommendation system under the condition of social commerce. Shen [18] obtained mas-
sive historical tour data and sets up the personalized attraction similarity (PAS) model to 
recommend tourist attractions. 

Analyzing the related work, it can be seen that the tourism recommendation method 
has the following problems. Problem (1): Previous studies mainly focus on the principle 
and theory of the collaborative filtering algorithm in terms of the aspects of algorithm 
efficiency, accuracy, data sparsity, and the cold start problem. Problem (2): The collabora-
tive filtering algorithm is still a fuzzy recommendation mode without high accuracy. It 
only relies on the historical tour data and comment data to determine the current tourist’s 
interests and needs. Problem (3): The research on the precise matching degree between 
the tourist attraction feature attributes and tourist interest feature attributes is not suffi-
cient. Problem (4): The collaborative filtering algorithm directly uses the historical tour 
route, neglecting the current tourist’s interest needs and the real-world geographic condi-
tions for the tourist. The traditional route planning algorithm uses the main roads and 
avenues, while it neglects the secondary roads. It may not identify the optimal route. 

Figure 1 shows the sequence of the paper. Aimed at addressing these problems, this 
paper presents a tourism recommendation model based on cellular automata geographic 
space clustering and a weighted collaborative filtering algorithm. This algorithm could be 
used as an embedded algorithm for a smart tourism recommendation system developed, 
managed, and operated by the tourism sectors. Moreover, the system is ultimately used 
by tourists on the website. This model is able to solve the analyzed problems. The first is 
the problem in the precise tourist attraction recommendation mechanism of the collabo-
rative filtering algorithm. The second is the matching mechanism between the tourist at-
traction and tourist in the collaborative filtering algorithm. The third is the problem of 
optimal tour route planning based on the precise recommendation result. 
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Figure 1. The sequence of the paper content. 

2. Tourist Attraction Recommendation Model Based on Cellular Geospatial Generat-
ing and Weighted Collaborative Filtering 

First, it is necessary to cluster the tourist attractions. A tourist usually takes a certain 
tourism city as their destination. The typical tourist attractions are the places that tourists 
will visit [19–22]. This paper takes the urban area as the research range to set up the algo-
rithm. The tourist attractions in the urban area have the discrete characteristics within the 
geospatial range. Each tourist attraction is connected by an urban road network, and tour-
ists can freely travel between tourist attractions by different transportation methods. The 
recommendation should combine feature attributes and its matching with tourists’ inter-
est needs. Here, the first group of definitions and tourist attraction clustering are pre-
sented. 

Def 1.1 Tourist attraction research domain X . The n  number of urban tourist at-
tractions that possess geospatial attributes and feature attributes are grouped into one set, 
and this set is defined as tourist attraction research domain X . 

Def 1.2 The element ( )kx  of X . Tourist attraction in the domain X  is the element 
( )kx  of X , (0, ] Zk n +∈ ⊂ . 

Def 1.3 The feature attribute vector ( )kx  for the element ( )kx  of X . As to one ele-
ment ( )kx  of X , its attributes can be quantified into a one-dimensional feature vector, 
defined as the feature attribute vector ( )kx  for the element ( )kx  of X . 

Def 1.4 Tourist attraction cluster ( )jX . Divide the n  number of tourist attractions 
into c  number of subsets ( )jX  and ensure that the tourist attributions of different sub-
sets have a low intimacy degree while tourist attributions in the same subset have a high 
intimacy degree. The subset is defined as the tourist attraction cluster ( )jX , (0, ] Zj c +∈ ⊂ . 

2.1. The Spatial Adjacency Tourist Attraction Clustering Model Based on the Cellular Space 
Generating Algorithm 

Tourist attractions, urban roads and their intersections are the basic environment for 
tourism activities. The clustering of the tourist attractions is necessary to ensure the match-
ing degree between the tourist attraction and tourist [23–26]. The tourist attraction clus-
tering model based on the cellular space generating algorithm is set up. 

2.1.1. Tourist Attraction Cellular Space Generating Algorithm 
The cellular generating algorithm is set up to generate the optimized space structure 

of the tourist attraction element ( )kx . It realizes the optimal clustering of domain X . The 
second group of definitions and the algorithm process are presented below. 

Def 2.1 Tourist attraction cellular core ( )kO . The element ( )kx  of X  is defined as 
the tourist attraction cellular core ( )kO . It is the generating root of the tourist attraction 
cellular generating unit ( )kC . 

Def 2.2 Tourist attraction cellular space anchor point ( )vP . In a random and uniform 
manner, w  number of intersections ( )vP  of the main roads are defined as the tourist at-
traction cellular space anchor point. 

Def 2.3 Cellular generating unit ( )kC . The irregular closed polygon ( )kC , which is 
formed by points ( )vP  and contains the cellular core ( )kO , is defined as the tourist cellu-
lar generating unit ( )kC . It is the basic unit to generate the cellular space, and it is the 
minimum unit that contains the cellular core ( )kO . 

Def 2.4 Tourist attraction cellular space C . Expand the unit to form the neighbor-
hood cellular core ( )k neiC , which contains the neighborhood core ( )k neiO . Starting from 

( )kC , perform the directional expansion. When all the points ( )vP  converge and all ( )kC
are formed, the space C  is generated. The cellular generating unit ( )kC  and cellular 
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space C  generating algorithm based on the core ( )kO  and points ( )vP  is set up, and it 
is defined as Algorithm 1. Below is the Algorithm 1 flow pseudo-code. 

Algorithm 1 The cellular generating unit ( )kC  and cellular spaceCgenerating algorithm  
1: Step 1: Generate and confirm the ( )kO  set for the tourist attraction cellular cores ( )kO  and the set ( )vP  for 

the cellular geospatial anchor points ( )vP . 
2: Sub-step 1: Generate the set ( )kO . 
3: Sub-step 2: Encode the points ( )vP  in set ( )vP . 
4: Sub-step 3: Encode the points ( )kO  in set ( )kO . 
5: Sub-step 4: Confirm the coordinate ( )kO  as ( )(1, )kOy  and ( )(2, )kOy , ( )vP  as ( )(1, )vPy  and ( )(2, )vPy . 
6: Step 2: Generate the initial cellular generating unit (1)C .  
7: Sub-step 1:Generate one ray ( )kOl  to the north direction starting from the cellular core ( )kO  
8: Sub-step 2: Set up the open list ( )p iO  and closed list  ( )l iC for ( )vP . 
9: Sub-step 3: Turn ( )kOl  and search the neighborhood points ( ) neivP . 

10: Step 3: Generate the unit (2)C  of the initial cellular generating unit (1)C . 
11: Step 4: Generate all the unit (1)neiC  of the cellular generating unit (1)C . 
12: Step 5: Continue generating neighborhood units until all the points converge. 

Figure 2 is an example to form the space C . Figure 2a–f illustrate the process of form-
ing the cellular unit (1)C , and Figure 2g–h illustrate the topological process of forming 
the cellular space C  based on the cellular unit (1)C . 

 
Figure 2. The process of forming the space C  based on ( )kO  and ( )vP . (a–f) illustrate the process 
of forming the cellular unit (1)C , and (g,h) illustrate the topological process of forming the cellular 
space C  based on the cellular unit (1)C . 

2.1.2. Tourist Attraction Clustering Algorithm Based on Geospatial Feature Attribute 
In the process of clustering, to generate the cluster ( )ulC , the cellular core ( )kO  is 

defined as the dynamic clustering center eC . The eC  will change with the spatial geo-
metric topology of the cluster ( )ulC  in the process of multiple iterations and form the 
steady-state clustering center. The tourist attraction clustering algorithm based on the ge-
ospatial feature attribute is set up, and it is defined as Algorithm 2, and the Algorithm 2 
pseudo-code is as follows. After the search, the tourist attraction space C  forms the clus-
ter ( )ulC  distribution state with the core of the steady-state clustering centers ( )veC . 

Algorithm 2 The tourist attraction clustering algorithm based on the geospatial feature attribute 
1: Step 1: Randomly and uniformly choose k  number of dynamic clustering centers 

( )veC . +(0, ] Zkv ⊂∈ , noted +eC . 
2: Step 2: Store ( )veC  into vector (1)K , store ( 2)veC¬  into (2)K , note the element as 1(1, )vK  

and 2(2, )vK . +
1 (0, ] Zkv ∈ ⊂ , and +

2 (0, ] Zn kv ∈ − ⊂ . Calculate ( 1) ( 2),( )v vCe Ced ¬ . 
3: Sub-step 1: Calculate ( 2, 1) (1, 1),( )K Kd . 
4: Sub-step 2: Converse +

1 (0, ] Zkv ∈ ⊂ , calculate (2, 1) (1, 1),( )vK Kd . 
5: Sub-step 3: Set up matrix (1)~K  to store ( 2, 1) (1, 1),( )vK Kd  in ascending order. 
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6: Sub-step 4: Take the minimum element (1)~K  of (2,1)K  as the nearest ( )kO  for 
1( )vO  and absorb in ( (1, 1))k vlC . 

7: Step 3: Calculate (2, 2) (1, 1),( )vK Kd , +
1 (0, ] Zkv ∈ ⊂ . Take the minimum element (1)~K  of 

(2, 2)K  as the nearest ( )kO  for 1( )vO  and absorb in ( (1, 1))k vlC . 
8: Step 4: Converse to calculate (2, 2) (1, 1 ),( )v vK Kd , take the minimum element (1)~K  of 

2(2, )vK  as the nearest ( )kO  for 1( )vO  and absorb in ( (1, 1))k vlC . 

Figure 3 is an example for Algorithm 2. Four centers (red points) are chosen; see Fig-
ure 3a. For one point out of the center (blue point), calculate the value d  between the 
blue point and all the red points and determine the minimum value; see Figure 3b. The 
blue point with the minimum value belongs to the red point cluster (with square); see 
Figure 3c. Perform the process on all the blue points and determine which blue point be-
longs to which red point cluster. 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3. An example for Algorithm 2. (a) is the sample distribution, (b) shows the d  samples, and 
the (c) shows the clustering sample. 

2.2. Tourist Attraction Recommendation Model Based on Weighted Collaborative Filtering 
Note the tourist attractions’ m  dimension feature attributes and the topological at-

tributes as the keywords for the text mining. By mining the tourist attraction feature at-
tribute labels, tourists’ preferences regarding the tourist attraction classification can be 
obtained from the statistical data [27–29]. The K-neighborhood algorithm is used to obtain 
the historical tourists who best match the current tourists’ feature attributes so as to rec-
ommend the best-matching tourist attraction classification for the current tourists. Then, 
they choose a certain quantity of tourist attractions in each classification according to the 
time schedule. Below is the third group of definitions and the tourist attraction recom-
mendation model based on the weighted collaborative filtering algorithm. 

Def 3.1 Tourist attraction feature classification ( )iT . Urban tourist attractions could 
be classified into c  classifications ( )iT . Its tourist attraction is noted as ( )i jT , . The ( )iT
divides the domain X  into n  classifications. The tourist attractions ( )i jT ,  of the same 
feature classification ( )iT  have similar feature attributes. 

Tourist attractions ( )i jT ,  in the two different ( )iT  and ( )i¬T  have different feature 
attributes. The domain X  is divided into n  classifications in order to divide the set 

( )|0<{ }iT i n≤=T into certain finite classifications ( )iT . The classification meets the condi-
tion: (1) (2) ( )... c∪ ∪ ∪ =T T T T , ( 1) ( 2)i i∪ = ∅T T , 1 20 i i c< ≠ ≤ , ( )i ≠∅T , ( )i ≠T T , 0 i c< ≤ . 

Def 3.2 Feature attribute label meta vector ( )iL , feature attribute label topological 
vector ( )i toL and feature attribute label matrix ML . The m  dimension feature attributes

1( )kx , 2( )kx , ..., ( )mkx are extracted as the keywords and stored in the 1m×  dimension 
column vector, noted as ( ) (1) (2) ( )

T{ , ,..., }i mL L L=L . It is called feature attribute label meta 
vector ( )iL . Based on the single label element ( )iL  in the vector ( )iL , expand n  number 
of keyword labels ( , )i jL  with the same or similar semantics to the label ( )iL  and absorb 
them into the 1 n×  dimension vector ( )i toL  with the initial element ( )iL . This vector is 
defined as feature attribute label topological vector ( )i toL , noted as 

( ) ( , 1) ( , 2) ( , ){ , ,..., }i to i i i nL L L=L . Them number of vectors ( )i toL  are arranged in the sequence of 
the feature attribute label ( )iL  sign to form the m n×  dimension matrix, defined as the 
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feature attribute label matrix ML , noted as (1) ( 2 ) ( )
T{ , ,..., }M to to m to=L L L L . The topological vec-

tor ( )i toL  and label ( , )i jL  in the matrix ML  meet the conditions: 
( ) ( ) Mi i to≠ ∅ ∧ ≠ ∅ ∧ ≠ ∅L L L , ( 1) ( 2)i i∀ ∀∩ = ∅L L , 

( 1) ( 2) ( , 1) ( , 2 )i to i to i j i jL L∀ ∀ ∀ ∀∩ = ∅ ∧ ∩ = ∅L L , ( , 1) ( , 2 )i j i jL L∀ ∀∩ = ∅ , ( ) ( ) Mi i to⊆ ⊆L L L . 
Def 3.3 Feature attribute label word frequency matrix ( )q MLF . In the process of text 

mining, the appearance time for the label ( )iL∀  or ( , )i jL∀  of the matrix ML  is defined as 
the feature attribute label word frequency ( )( )q iLF  or ( , )( )q i jLF . As to the element mark i  
and j  of the attribute label in the matrix ML , the m n×  dimension matrix ( )q MLF with 
the feature attribute label word frequency ( )( )q iLF  or ( , )( )q i jLF  is defined as the feature at-
tribute label word frequency matrix ( )q MLF . 

Def 3.4 Tourist feature attribute factor ( )k tof , feature attribute vector ( , )i j toF , feature 
attribute matrix toMF and feature attribute factor weighted parameter ( )k toδ . Tourists usu-
ally predetermine certain conditions, such as the budget and cost, the traveling time, tour-
ist attraction hot index, tour purpose, and transportation mode. Define the preset condi-
tions as the tourist feature attribute factor ( )k tof . Set up a max 1k ×  dimension matrix 

( , )i j toF . According to the code sequence k  of the feature attribute factor ( )k tof , store the 
factor ( )k tof into the element ( )toiF  of the vector ( , )i j toF , and the vector ( , )i j toF  is defined 
as the tourist feature attribute vector. Of all the factors ( )k tof , the budget and cost factor 
is defined as the weighted expense for the tourists (Unit: yuan). The traveling time factor 
is defined as the weighted traveling time for the tourists (Unit: hour). The tourist attraction 
hot index is defined as the weighted capability of the tourist attraction to attract tourists. 
The tour purpose factor is defined as the purpose for which the tourists visit the tourism 
city [30–33]. The transportation mode factor is defined as the transportation method that 
the tourists tend to use. For convenience of calculation, quantify the textual tourist feature 
attribute factor ( )k tof  into numerical data. In order to ensure that the impact of each tour-
ist feature attribute factor on the modeling is in the same order of magnitude, the normal-
ization is performed on the factors by the weighted parameter, defined as the feature at-
tribute factor weighted parameter ( )k toδ . Perform topology on each element ( )toiF  of the 
vector ( , )i j toF  and form the topology vector ( ) toiF ; all the vectors ( ) toiF  form the matrix 

toMF , defined as the feature attribute matrix. The matrix toMF  is the topological matrix 
that contains the tourists’ alternative needs and requirements. Define the vector ( , )i j toF  
and its factor ( , )i j tof  as follows. 

• Tourist feature attribute vector ( , )i j toF : { (1)toF : tour budget and cost; (2)toF : traveling 
time; (3)toF :tourist attraction hot index; (4)toF : tour purpose; (5)toF :transportation 
mode}; 

• Tour budget and cost (1) toF : { (1, 1) toF : (1, 1) [0, 50]tof ∈ ; (1, 2) toF : (1, 2) (50,100]tof ∈ ; (1, 3) toF :
(1, 3) (100,150]tof ∈ ; (1, 4) toF : (1, 4) (150,+ ]tof ∈ ∞ }, ( , )

+Ri j tof ⊂ ; 
• Traveling time (2) toF :{ (2, 1) toF : (2,1) (0,1.00]tof ∈ ; (2, 2)toF : (2, 2) (1.00,2.00]tof ∈ ; (2, 3) toF : 

(2, 3) (2.00,3.00]tof ∈ ; (2, 4)toF : (2, 4) (3.00,+ ]tof ∈ ∞ }, ( , )
+Ri j tof ⊂ ; 

• Tourist attraction hot index (3) toF :{ (3, 1)toF : (3,1) (0,0.25]tof ∈ ; (3, 2) toF : (3, 2) (0.25,0.50]tof ∈ ; 
(3, 3) toF : (3, 3) (0.50,0.75]tof ∈ ; (3, 4) toF : (3, 4) (0.75,1.00)tof ∈ }, ( , )

+Ri j tof ⊂ ; 
• Tour purpose (4)toF :{ (4, 1) toF : leisure, 0.25; (4, 2)toF : health care, 0.50; (4, 3) toF : on va-

cation, 0.75; (4, 4)toF : business affairs, 1.00}; 
• Transportation mod e (5) toF :{ (5, 1)toF :taking taxi, 0.25; (5, 2) toF : cycling, 0.50; 

(5, 3) toF :walking, 0.75; (5, 4) toF : taking the public bus, 1.00}. 
Set up the matrix toMF . Tourists confirm their interests by the matrix toMF . The intel-

ligent system confirms the nearest neighborhood historical tourists and then recommends 
the preferred tourist attraction classifications. Equation (1) is the founded 5 4×  dimen-
sion matrix toMF ; and each row of the matrix represents one vector ( ) toiF , and its elements 
are the specific quantified values of ( )k tof . 
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to to toto to to to

to to to to

to to to to

i j i j

F F F F
F F F F

F fF F F F
F F F F
F F F F

 
 
 
 =
 
 
  

MF  (1)

Def 3.5 Neighborhood tourist searching objective function ( ) ( )( , )hi cuT TG . According to 
the definition of the Euclidean distance, the neighborhood relationship model between 
the historical tourists and current tourists is set up, shown as Equation (2). The weighted 
parameter ( )i toδ  is brought into the objective function ( ) ( )( , )hi cuT TG as the regulatory fac-
tor, (0,max ] Zi k +∈ ⊂ , ( )

+(0,1] Ri toδ ∈ ⊂ . Function ( ) ( )( , )hi cuT TG represents the close relation-
ship between the current tourists and historical tourists. 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )

1/ 22max
( , )

1 ( ) . . ,
hi cu

T hi T cu
hi cu i to i j to i j to hi cu

k
T T

i
j jf fG s tδ

=
 = − ∀    (2)

The tourist attraction recommendation model based on the weighted collaborative 
filtering is set up, and it is defined as Algorithm 3. Below is the Algorithm 3 pseudo-code. 

Algorithm 3 Tourist attraction recommendation algorithm based on the weighted collaborative 
filtering 

1: Step 1: Set up tourist attraction feature attribute label word frequency matrix ( )q MLF  and 
word frequency storage vector ( )( )Mq LFTN . 

2: Sub-step 1: Initialize the word frequency matrix ( )q MLF .  
3: Sub-step 2: Set up the evaluation data set textF  for the historical tourists ( )hiT . 

4: 
Sub-step 3: Search word frequency 1( )q M roLF ~ ( , )( )q i jLF  of each row’s vector ( )i toL  in 

the matrix ( )q MLF . Define the total number of each label ( , )i jL  word frequency ( , )( )q i jLF  
in the no. i  vector ( )i toL as ( )( )M roiqTN LF .  

5: Sub-step 4: Form matrix ( )q MLF  via ( )i toL . Output the vector ( )( )Mq LFTN  containing 
each row’s vector ( )i toL  total word frequency. 

6: 
Step 2: Set up the tourist attraction classification interest degree set ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )~u M uhi q LFTNT  of 
the historical tourists. The number of historical tourists: σ ; the no. u historical tourists: 

( )( ) uhiT . 

7: Step 3: Set up the tourist sight classification recommendation model based on the interest 
degree vector ( ) ( )( )M uq LFTN  of the nearest neighborhood historical tourists. 

8: Sub-step 1: Confirm each interest degree vector ( ) ( )( )M viq LFTN  and its elements of the 
historical tourists related to the no. 1v ~ ( )Lonv  location points.  

 Sub-step 2: Set up the tourist attraction classification recommendation vector R .  
 Sub-step 3: Define the recommendation degree function ( )jR . The no. j  element of 

vector ( ) ( )( )M viq LFTN  relates to one kind of tourist attraction classification 
word frequency. The average value of the no. j  element word frequen-
cies calculated by the ( )Lonv number of neighborhood historical tourists 

( )( ) vihiT  is defined as the recommendation function ( )jR . 
( )

( ) ( )( , ) ( )( )1 ( ) /Lo
j M vi j Loq

n
i TNR n n==  LF .  

 Sub-step 4: Calculate ( )jR  value for the ( )Lon  number of location points ( )( )( )hi vio TL . 
Store the values in the descending order in vector R . 

 Step 5: Set up the precise tourist attraction recommendation algorithm based on the tour-
ist attraction search-optimized generating space. 

 Sub-step 1: Confirm the starting point tS  of the tour route and the tourist attraction 
number ( )in  for the tourists. 

 Sub-step 2: Confirm the cellular generating unit ( )kC  containing the starting point 
tS . 

 Sub-step 3: Set up the Open list ( )kO  and the Closed list ( )kC  for the tourist attrac-
tion.  

 Sub-step 4: Confirm the number of common edges of ( )( )nei skC  containing ( )cutS  and 
its related unit 2 ( )( ) nei skC  and the cellular core 2 ( )( ) nei skO . Search 2 ( )( ) nei skO  
and store the feasible ones in toR . Delete it from the list ( )kO , and store 
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it in the list ( )kC . The current tourist attraction 2 ( )( ) nei scukO  is searched 
and stored in the vector toR . 

Figure 4 is an example for Algorithm 3. Calculate the ( )jR  value for the historical 
tourists. Then, determine the closest ones for the current tourist by ( ) ( )( , )hi cuT TG . From the 
closest historical tourists’ choice (average value), search the nearby cluster from the start-
ing point (green point). If the nearest point a in cluster C1 meets the needs, choose it (with 
square); see Figure 4a. Continue searching—if the next nearest point b in cluster C4 meets 
the needs, choose it (with square); see Figure 4b. Continue searching—if the next nearest 
point c in cluster C3 meets the needs, choose it (with square); see Figure 4c. If the quantity 
is sufficient, stop searching and obtain the precise points a, b, and c. 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4. An example for Algorithm 3. (a–c) shows the searching process of points a, b, and c. 

The above steps are modeled to form the vector toR  and finally output the precise 
tourist attractions for the tourists. Based on the precise tourist attractions, proper tour 
routes should be recommended to the tourists. 

3. The Optimal Tour Route Recommendation Model Based on Precise Tourist  
Attraction Approach Vector Algorithm 

In an optimal tour route, tourist attractions all satisfy tourists’ interests. The traveling 
cost should be the lowest [34–37]. The total cost of visiting tourist attractions can be seen 
as a fixed value. Thus, the travel cost should be considered; it is determined by the trans-
portation mode, traveling distance, road congestion, and the traveling fee, etc. When tour-
ists choose one transportation mode, the connecting route, traveling distance, road con-
gestion condition, and the traveling fee are all different. Thus, the lowest road congestion 
index and the smallest traveling fee would be ideal [38–40]. Below is the fourth group of 
definitions and the modeling process of the optimal tour route recommendation based on 
the precise tourist attraction approach vector algorithm. 

Def 4.1 Tourist attraction neighborhood section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R . Two arbitrary tourist at-
tractions ( )to iR  and ( )to jR  form a road section, defined as ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R . 

Def 4.2 Neighborhood section edge weight model ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R  and the global 
tour route weight iteration model ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZG R R . The model formed by the three con-
straint factors of the shortest travel distance 1 ( ) ( )( , )to i to jξ R R  (Unit: km), the road congestion 
index 2 ( ) ( )( , )to i to jξ R R  and the traveling fee 3 ( ) ( )( , )to i to jξ R R  (Unit: ￥yuan) to determine the 
neighborhood edge weight value is defined as the neighborhood section edge weight 
model. Usually, the factors are normalized into (0,1) . Set the amended parameter of the 
constraint factor ( ) ( ) ( )( , )i to i to jξ R R as ( ) ( ) ( )( , )i to i to jε R R . Then, Equation (3) shows the neighbor-
hood section weighted edge weight model ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R . 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
3

( , ) ( , ) ( , )
1

( )to i to j i to i to j i to i to jo
i

Zg ε ξ
=

= ⋅R R R R R R  (3)
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In Equation (3), the factor 1 ( ) ( )( , )to i to jξ R R is determined by the approaching vector al-
gorithm. The factor 2 ( ) ( )( , )to i to jξ R R  is obtained from the city statistical transportation infor-
mation data. The traveling fee factor 3 ( ) ( )( , )to i to jξ R R  is determined by the chosen transpor-
tation mode ( ) ( )( , )to i to jτ R R  and the actual cost generated by the travel process in the neigh-
borhood section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R . If one tour route is formed by the z  number of neighbor-
hood sections ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R  connected by the starting point (0)toR  and each terminal 

point ( )to iR , +(0, ] Zi n∈ ⊂ , the integral route model formed by the connecting z  number 
of neighborhood sections ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R is defined as the global tour route weight iteration 
model ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZG R R , shown in Equation (4). The optimal solution of the model 

( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZG R R  is the global minimum value ( ) ( )( , )( )min to i to joZG R R . 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )

max
( , ) ( , )

1
max 3

( , ) ( , ) ( , )
1 1

( ) ( )

( )

to i to j z to i to j

to i to j z i to i to j z i to i to j

z
o o

z
z

o
z i

Z Z

Z

G

G

g

ε ξ

=

= =

 =


= ⋅


 

R R R R

R R R R R R
 (4)

Def 4.3 Tourist attraction geospatial directed weighted graph D . Take all the ele-
ment tourist attractions ( )to iR  in the vector toR  as the vertexes of the graph. Take the 
neighborhood section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R  between two tourist attractions as the directed edge, 
and each edge’s weight value is set as ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R . The closed graph ,D V A=< >  
that is formed by the vertex set toV = R  and weight edge set ( ) ( )( , )to i to joA Z= R R  is defined 
as the tourist attraction geospatial directed weighted graph D . 

Def 4.4 The approaching model ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZf R R  of the tourist attraction neighbor-
hood section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R . When the tourists travel between ( )to iR  and ( )to jR , the shortest 
path is the road section combination that most closely approaches one certain fitting func-
tion curve in the trend between two points [41–43]. The ( )to iR  and ( )to jR  are set as the 
terminal points to fit the approaching function ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZf R R , defined as the approach-
ing model of the section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R . The order of the function is determined by the al-
gorithm complexity and the actual geospatial data. It intersects with certain city roads 
between the points ( )to iR  and ( )to jR . Equation (5) is the approaching model of the tourist 
attraction neighborhood section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R , in which p  is the function order, ( )pa  
and b  are the function coefficients, and the footnote toR  is the selected point set. 

1
(2) (1) (1) ( 2) (1) ( ) (1)...p p

to to to tp oy a y a y a y b−= + + + +R R R R  (5)

Def 4.5 The access road set L  and the road intersect point set K . Divide the city 
roads into the horizontal road and the vertical road. The horizontal road set is confirmed 
as ( )roL , and its element is the road ( , )ro il . The vertical road set is confirmed as ( )coL , and 
its element is the road ( , )co jl . The intersection point is noted as ( , )i jK , in which the i  is 
the mark for the horizontal road ( , )ro il , and the j  is the mark for the vertical road ( , )co jl
. If the two roads are both horizontal or vertical, the intersection point is noted as ( , )i jsK . 

Def 4.6 The approaching point set P . The function curve ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZf R R  on the 
tourist attraction neighborhood section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R  intersects with certain horizontal 
roads ( , )ro il  or ( , )co jl  to form intersection points ( , )( )f l iP , defined as the approaching 
point set P . The shortest route is searched using the method. 

Set up ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZf R R . Quantify set L , including the elements ( , )ro il  and ( , )co jl . The 
quantify function of the horizontal and vertical road element is ( , )

(1)
( )ro ilf  and ( , )

( 2 )
( )co jlf . The 

intersection points between ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZf∇ R R  and ( , )

(1)
( )ro ilf  or ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZf∇ R R  and ( , )

( 2 )
( )co jlf  

form the set ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZ R RP  of the shortest route. The intersection points of the function 

( , )

(1)
( )ro ilf  and ( , )

( 2 )
( )co jlf  form the set ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZ R RK , satisfying Equation (6). 
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Visualize all the elements in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows the relationship between the 
connecting lines formed by certain tourist attractions and the city roads. Figure 5b shows 
the intersection point set. Figure 5c is the abstracted intersection point set’s geospatial 
distribution of the approaching algorithm between two tourist attractions. Figure 5d 
shows the searching direction of the approaching vector. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. The point set spatial distribution of the tourist attraction approaching vector searching 
algorithm and the dynamic graph of the searching vectors. (a) shows the relationship between the 
connecting lines and the city roads. (b) shows the intersection point set. (c) is the abstracted inter-
section point set’s geospatial distribution. (d) shows the searching direction of the approaching vec-
tor. 

Set up the closest approach vector algorithm. 
Step 1 Take the closest neighborhood approach points ( , )(1)f lP  and ( , )(max )f l iP  for the ter-

minal points ( )to iR  and ( )to jR  in the set ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZ R RP . 
Step 2 Search the approach point set ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZ R RP  and the set ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZ R RK . ① Search the route (1, )uS  from the point ( , )(1)f lP  to ( , )(2)f lP . Start from the point 

( , )(1)f lP  to search ( , 1)col  to the point (1, 1)K  and form the vector (1, 1)a ; search ( , 1)rol  
to the point ( , )( 2)f lP and form the vector (1 2)，a . There is no other access route, the 
searching process is completed, the route is (1, 1)S , and the approach vector set is 

(1, 1) (1, 2)(1, 1) { },=A a a .  ② Search the route ( 2, )uS from the point ( , )(1)f lP  to ( , )(3)f lP . Start from the point (1, 1)K
to search ( , 1)col  to the point ( 2 , 1)K and form the vector (2, 1)a ; search ( , 2)rol  to the 
point ( , )(3)f lP  and form the vector (2 2)，a ; the route is ( 2, 1)S , and form the vector set

(1, 1) (2, 1) (2, 2)(2,1) { , },= a a aA . If it is judged that there is another access route, continue 
searching. Start from the point ( , )( 2)f lP  to search ( , 1)rol  to the point (1, 2 )K  and form 
the vector (2 3)，a ; start from the point (1, 2 )K  to search ( , 2)col to the point ( 2 , 2 )K  and 
form the vector (2, 4)a ; start from the point ( 2 , 2 )K  to search ( , 2)rol  to the point 
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( , )(3)f lP  and form the vector (2, 5)a ; the route is ( 2, 2)S , and form the vector set 
(1, 1) (1, 2) (2, 3) (2, 4) (2, 5)(2, 2) { , , }, ,=A a a a a a . If it is judged that there is no other access route, the 

searching process is completed. Judge ( 2, 1)S and ( 2, 2)S . 
(i) If ( 2 , 1) ( 2 , 2 )S S≥ , retain the access road of the ( 2, 2)S  and its approach vector 

(2, 2)A . 
(ii) If ( 2, 1) ( 2, 2)S S< , retain the access road of the ( 2, 1)S  and its approach vector 

(2, 1)A . ③ Search the route (3, )uS  from the point ( , )(1)f lP  to ( , )(4)f lP . Start from the point 
( 2 , 2 )K  to search ( , 2)col  to the point ( , )(4)f lP  and form the vector (3, 1)a ; the route is 
(3, 1)S , and form the vector set (1, 1) (1, 2) (2, 3) (2, 4) (3, 1)(3,1) { , , }, ,=A a a a a a . If it is judged that 

there is another access road, continue searching. Start from the point ( 2, 1)K  to search 
( , 2 )rol  and ( , 2 )col , pass through the points ( , )( 3 )f lP  and (2, 2)K  and reach ( , )( 4 )f lP , 

form the vector set (2, 5) (3, 1)(3, 2) (2,1){ }, ,=A A a a , and the route is ( 3 , 2 )S . Start from the 
point ( 2, 1)K  to search ( , 1 )col , ( , 3 )rol , ( , 2 )col , pass through the points (3, 1)K  and (3, 2)K  
and reach ( , )( 4 )f lP , form the vector set (1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 2) (3, 3) (3, 4)(3, 3) { }, , , ,=A a a a a a , and the route 
is ( 3 , 3 )S . If it is judged that there is no other access route, the searching process is 
completed. Compare the three values ( 3 , 1 )S , ( 3 , 2 )S , and ( 3 , 3 )S . 

(i) If the ( 3 , 1 )S  is the minimum one, retain the access road of the ( 3 , 1 )S and its ap-
proach vector (3, 1)A .  

(ii) If the ( 3 , 2 )S  is the minimum one, retain the access road of the ( 3 , 2 )S and its ap-
proach vector (3, 2)A .  

(iii) If the ( 3 , 3 )S  is the minimum one, retain the access road of the ( 3 , 3 )S  and its ap-
proach vector (3, 3)A . 

④ Continue searching: 
(i) If searching is complete, return to step ①~③ and continue searching the route 

( -1 , )i uS  between the point ( , )(1)f lP  and ( , )( )f l iP . Choose the access road of the 
( -1 , )m in i uS  and ( -1, )i uA . 

(ii) If searching is not complete, continue searching the route (max -1, )i uS between the 
point ( , )(1)f lP and ( , )(max )f l iP . Choose the access road of the (max -1 , )m in i uS and

(max -1, )i uA . Output (max -1 , )m in i uS as the shortest access road. 
⑤ Confirm the set ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZ∇ R RP  according to the route (max -1 , )m in i uS . 

Due to the constraints on the traveling time, physical condition and traveling cost, 
the number of tourist attractions is no more than 10. When the node number is 10n = , 
the maximum operation time complexity ( )nO  is 3.62 s. Thus, the algorithm time is fea-
sible, and the exhaustive method on the heap sort is used to search the global optimal 
solution ( ) ( )( , )( )min to i to joZG R R . The ( ) ( )( , )( )min to i to joZG R R  is stored in the last element of the 
last level in the maximum heap. 
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4. Experimental Results and Data Analysis 
For the experiment, 20 typical tourist attractions in Zhengzhou city’s downtown area 

are selected. They are divided into four categories: (1 )T : Venue and memorial; ( 2 )T : Park 
and greenland; ( 3 )T : Amusement park; ( 4 )T : Leisure shopping. The experiment is per-
formed on a real-world environment; the original basic data such as longitude and lati-
tude data, the data of road distance, travel time, traveling fee, and road congestion index, 
etc., are obtained from the Zhengzhou city’s geospatial database, the GIS website and 
electronic maps [44–46]. Thus, the final results are obtained based on real-world data. 

4.1. Basic Experimental Data Collection, Calculation and Analysis 
The required basic data include the tourist attraction name and classification, latitude 

and longitude coordinates, tourists’ evaluation textual data and feature attribute data, ge-
ographic information data and traffic information data, etc. 

4.1.1. The Basic Data of the Tourist Attraction Domain 
Set up X with element ( )kx . X ={ (1)x : ErQi Memorial; (2)x : Bishagang Park; (3)x : 

Zhongyuan Wanda; (4)x : Zijingshan Park; (5)x : Dehua Pedestrian street; (6)x : CC mall; 
(7)x : Henan provincial museum; (8)x : Zhengzhou science and technology museum; (9)x : 

Zhengzhou zoo; (10 )x  Zhongyuan tower; (11)x : Century amusement park; (12 )x : Chil-
dren fun park; (13)x : ErQi Wanda; (14 )x : Xiliuhu park; (15 )x : Zhengzhou museum;

(16 )x : Renmin park; (17 )x : Zhengxin park; (18 )x : Zhengzhou Wangfujing; (19 )x : Dihu 
amusement park; (20)x : Guomao}. Set up the ( )kO  and ( )vP . Figure 6a shows the distri-
bution of each ( )kO . Figure 6b is the distribution of ( )vP . Figure 6c is the distribution that 
overlays the set ( )kO  and ( )vP . 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6. The distribution of tourist attraction cellular core set and road intersection point set and their overlying map. 
(a,b) show the distribution of tourist attractions and road intersections. (c) shows all the points. 

4.1.2. The Basic Information Data of the Tourist Attractions and Location Points 
The latitude and longitude website GPSspg is used to obtain the coordinates of the 

tourist attractions and location points, shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The coordinate data of the tourist attraction cellular unit ( ) ( )~k kx O  and location points 
( )vP . 

 ,l B   ,l B   ,l B   ,l B  
(1)O  113.673, 34.757 (15 )O  113.627, 34.745 (9)P  113.603, 34.763 ( 23 )P  113.682, 34.826 
(2)O  113.637, 34.758 (16 )O  113.663, 34.761 (10)P  113.603, 34.742 ( 24 )P  113.682, 34.786 
(3)O  113.607, 34.752 (17 )O  113.690, 34.698 (11)P  113.603, 34.736 ( 25 )P  113.682, 34.763 
(4)O  113.695, 34.767 (18)O  113.613, 34.762 (12)P  113.631, 34.763 (26)P  113.682, 34.756 
(5)O  113.671, 34.757 (19)O  113.615, 34.715 (13)P  113.629, 34.757 (27)P  113.682, 34.752 
(6)O  113.609, 34.763 (20)O  113.681, 34.784 (14)P  113.629, 34.742 (28)P  113.682, 34.737 
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(7)O  113.678, 34.790 (1)P  113.568, 34.826 (15)P  113.629, 34.736 (29)P  113.703, 34.737 
(8)O  113.627, 34.746 (2)P  113.568, 34.808 (16)P  113.629, 34.695 (30)P  113.703, 34.695 
(9)O  113.685, 34.789 (3)P  113.568, 34.794 (17)P  113.649, 34.754 (31)P  113.726, 34.826 
(10)O  113.729, 34.723 (4)P  113.568, 34.736 (18)P  113.656, 34.737 (32)P  113.726, 34.756 
(11)O  113.720, 34.730 (5)P  113.568, 34.695 (19)P  113.665, 34.695 (33)P  113.726, 34.737 
(12)O  113.618, 34.781 (6)P  113.592, 34.772 (20)P  113.667, 34.826 (34)P  113.726, 34.695 
(13)O  113.643, 34.717 (7)P  113.585, 34.736 (21)P  113.667, 34.774 (35)P  113.667, 34.787 
(14)O  113.589, 34.779 (8)P  113.594, 34.779 (22)P  113.667, 34.756   

4.1.3. Data and Result Analysis 
The tourist attractions are all the typical ones in Zhengzhou city. They are distributed 

discretely and connected by the city roads. The selection process is fair and balanced in 
that the quantity of each classification is commensurate. The tourist attractions are all sur-
rounded by different levels of roads; thus, there are sufficient location points. The latitude 
and longitude of all the points are collected to quantify their locations. The coordinates 
cause the points to have spatial attributes. They are used in the model to generate the 
cellular space. In regard to data collection and point confirmation, the original dataset 
selected in the experiment is accurate and feasible and contains real-world data. There-
fore, this experiment is a real-world-based experiment and not a simulation experiment, 
and its output result could be directly used for tourist attraction and tour route recom-
mendation. 

4.2. The Output Result and Analysis of the Tourist Attraction Spatial Clusters 
The tourist attraction spatial cluster ( )ulC  has the basic structural set-up, with a cel-

lular core ( )kO , cellular unit ( )kC  and the formed cellular space C . It is obtained by mul-
tiple searching processes. The spatial cluster ( )ulC  is generated to search the optimal tour-
ist attractions in terms of spatial distance. 

4.2.1. The Output Result of the Tourist Attraction Cluster 
According to the tourist attraction cellular unit set ( )kO  and the location point set 

( )vP , the tourist attraction cellular space generating algorithm is performed and the 
Closed list ( )l iC  that is used to store the structural location point ( )( )C kvP  of the unit ( )kC  
with the cellular core ( )mkO  in the form of level storage is confirmed, shown as the Table 
2. The tourist attraction cellular space C  is generated, as shown in Figure 7a, in which 
the number represents the tourist attraction’s code. The tourist attraction clustering algo-
rithm based on geospatial feature attributes is set up and forms the clusters on the space
C . After 8n =  iterations, the tourist attraction space cluster ( )ulC are output, as shown 
in Figure 7b. The generated clusters are: 

(1)lC ={ (6)O , (12)O , (14)O , (18)O }; ( 2)lC ={ (1)O , (4)O , (5)O , (7)O , (9)O , (16)O , (20)O }; 
(3)lC ={ (2)O , (3)O , (8)O , (13)O , (15)O , (19)O }; ( 4)lC ={ (10)O , (11)O , (17)O }. 

Table 2. The Closed list ( )l iC , which stores the structural location point ( )( )C kvP  of the unit ( )kC  
with the cellular core ( )mkO . 

 ( )( )C kvP   ( )( )C kvP  
(1)O  (17)P (22)P (26)P (27)P  (11)O  (29)P (30)P (33)P  
(2)O  (13)P (14)P (15)P (17)P (18)P  (12)O  (1)P (2)P (8)P (12)P (20)P (21)P  
(3)O  (6)P (7)P (9)P (10)P (11)P  (13)O  (15)P (16)P (18)P (19)P  
(4)O  (25)P (26)P (27)P (28)P (29)P (32)P (33)P  (14)O  (2)P (3)P (6)P (8)P  
(5)O  (17)P (18)P (27)P (28)P  (15)O  (10)P (11)P (14)P (15)P  
(6)O  (6)P (8)P (9)P  (16)O  (12)P (13)P (17)P (21)P (22)P  
(7)O  (20)P (21)P (23)P (24)P  (17)O  (18)P (19)P (28)P (29)P (30)P  
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(8)O  (9)P (10)P (13)P (14)P  (18)O  (8)P (9)P (12)P (13)P  
(9)O  (23)P (24)P (25)P (31)P (32)P  (19)O  (4)P (5)P (7)P (11)P (15)P (16)P  
(10)O  (30)P (33)P (34)P  (20)O  (21)P (22)P (24)P (25)P (26)P (35)P  

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. The tourist attraction cellular space C  and cluster distribution generated by the algo-
rithm. (a) shows the basic structure of space C  and clusters. (b) shows the cluster results. 

4.2.2. The Data Result Analysis 
When the starting point is confirmed, the nearest tourist attractions that conform to 

the tourists’ interests are searched. The tourist attraction cellular units that have a com-
mon edge have two common location points. The space C  and clusters are generated, 
and there are four spatially adjacent clusters, in which the cluster (1)lC  includes 4 tourist 
attractions, the cluster ( 2 )lC  includes 7 tourist attractions, the cluster (3)lC  includes 6 
tourist attractions, the cluster ( 4 )lC  includes 3 tourist attractions. As shown in the figures, 
the tourist attractions in the same cluster have a close spatial relationship and high inti-
macy; conversely, the attractions that are far apart have a poor spatial relationship and 
low intimacy. The adjacency relationship between the tourist attractions within one clus-
ter or in different clusters has no correlation to the clusters, and tourist attractions in the 
same cluster might be adjacent or might not be adjacent; in addition, the tourist attractions 
in different clusters might be adjacent or might not be adjacent. 

4.3. The Output Result and Analysis of the Tourist Attraction Recommendation Based on 
Weighted Collaborative Filtering Algorithm 

The nearest historical tourists for the current tourist are searched. By calculating the 
recommendation degree of the nearest historical tourists, the algorithm outputs the prior-
ity vector of the tourist attraction classification and then confirms the precise tourist at-
traction according to the tourists’ needs and interests. 

4.3.1. The Tourist Attraction Recommendation Result Based on the Weighted Collabora-
tive Filtering Algorithm 

Baidu is used to obtain the textual data of the 20 tourist attractions and the crawler 
technique is used to obtain the evaluation data, including the historical tourists’ feature 
attributes ( )k tof  and the tourist attraction classification feature labels ( , )i jL . The list of 

( )k tof  is used to set up the feature attribute matrix toMF . The objective function 
( ) ( )( , )hi cuT TG  values are calculated between the current tourist and historical tourists. The 

weighted coefficients are (1) 0.01toδ = , (2) 0.1toδ = , (3) 1.00toδ = , (4) 1.00toδ = , (5) 1.00toδ = . The data 
of the 10 nearest neighborhood historical tourists are selected, as shown in Table 3, includ-
ing the feature attribute factors of the historical tourists and the current tourist, as well as 
the searching objective function ( ) ( )( , )hi cuT TG  values. Figure 8a–e show the fluctuating 
curves of the five factors ( )k tof  confirmed by the current tourist ( ) tocuT  and the 10 nearest 
neighborhood historical tourists ( ) tohiT . Figure 8f shows the fluctuating curve of the 
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searching objective function ( ) ( )( , )hi cuT TG  in the code sequence by the current tourist 
( ) tocuT  and the 10 nearest neighborhood historical tourists ( ) tohiT . 

The recommended tourist attraction classification is determined by the output rec-
ommendation degree function ( )jR  based on the selected tourist attraction classification 
feature labels ( , )i jL  of multiple historical tourists. The experiment chooses the topologi-
cal vector of each tourist attraction classification word frequency (1) toL : history, science, 
venue, memorial, museum; (2)toL : sightseeing, flower, park, 15reenland, scenery; (3) toL : 
swim, sports, playground, theme park, children animation; (4) toL : shop, commercial com-
plex, leisure, restaurant. The tourist attraction feature attribute label matrix ML  is set up. 
Via the matrix ML , the tourist attraction feature attribute label word frequency matrix 

( )q MLF  of the nearest neighborhood historical tourists is formed. Then, the recommenda-
tion degree ( )jR is output, as shown in Table 4. Figure 9a–d show an example of tourist 
attraction classification label word frequency and its related recommendation degree ( )jR
in the nearest neighborhood historical tourists’ evaluation data. In each figure, the last red 
point of the curve represents the degree ( )jR . Figure 9e presents a comparison of the dif-
ferent tourist attraction classification word frequencies and the degrees ( )jR  of the his-
torical tourists. Figure 9f shows a comparison of each tourist attraction classification rec-
ommendation degree ( )jR . The priority vector (2) (4) (1) (3){ , , , }=R T T T T  is obtained. Regard-
ing the sample tourist, when he obtains the vector R , he makes a decision that, in one 
day, he will visit two tourist attractions of the cluster ( 2 )T , one tourist attraction of the 
cluster ( 4 )T , and one tourist attraction of the cluster (1)T . The coordinates of the starting 
point tS  are (113.658,34.774), shown as the white circle with the letter S in Figure 7b. The 
vector (2) (7) (16) (20){ , , , }to O O O O=R  is output. 

Table 3. The feature attribute factors ( )k tof  of the historical tourists ( )hiT  and the current tourist 
( )cuT , as well as the searching objective function ( ) ( )( , )hi cuT TG  values. 

 (1) tof  ( 2) tof  (3) tof  ( 4) tof  (5) tof  ( ) ( ),( )hi cuT TG  
( )cuT  100.00 1.50 0.50 0.75 0.50 0 
( , 1)hiT  90.00 1.20 0.38 0.75 0.50 0.159 
( , 2)hiT  100.00 1.80 0.65 0.75 0.50 0.153 
( , 3)hiT  100.00 1.50 0.36 0.50 0.50 0.287 
( , 4)hiT  95.00 1.60 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.260 
( , 5)hiT  90.00 1.80 0.60 0.75 0.50 0.144 
( , 6)hiT  95.00 1.50 0.60 0.50 0.50 0.274 
( , 7)hiT  110.00 1.50 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.274 
( , 8)hiT  95.00 1.30 0.50 0.75 0.50 0.054 
( , 9)hiT  100.00 1.60 0.55 0.50 0.50 0.255 
( , 10)hiT  95.00 1.80 0.50 0.75 0.50 0.058 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 8. The fluctuating curves of the weighted feature attribute factors ( )k tof  and the searching objective function 
( ) ( )( , )hi cuT TG . (a–f) represent the six column results in Table 4. 

Table 4. The statistical data and ( )jR  of tourist attraction classification topological label vector for 
neighborhood historical tourists. 

 ( )( , 1)( )( )M viqTNn LF  ( )( , 2)( )( )M viqTNn LF  ( )( , 3)( )( )M viqTNn LF  ( )( , 4)( )( )M viqTNn LF  
( , 1)hiT  23 43 5 16 
( , 2)hiT  31 26 8 11 
( , 3)hiT  18 33 1 25 
( , 4)hiT  19 39 3 20 
( , 5)hiT  25 22 7 29 
( , 6)hiT  21 16 2 31 
( , 7)hiT  18 37 11 9 
( , 8)hiT  20 29 8 27 
( , 9)hiT 12 28 8 35 
( , 10)hiT  22 19 3 28 

( )jR 20.9 29.2 5.6 23.1 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 9. The fluctuating curves of the tourist attraction classification label word frequency and a comparison of the tourist 
attraction classification recommendation degree. (a–d) represent the six column results in Table 5. (e) shows the four 
curves together. (f) shows the comparison of ( )jR . 

4.3.2. The Analysis of the Data Results 
The generated nearest neighborhood historical tourists have feature attribute factors 

that have a small discrepancy. As shown in Figure 8, the traveling costs of the neighbor-
hood tourists have a very tiny discrepancy, and it is displayed as a fluctuating curve with 
waved weighted values between 0.9 and 1.1. This illustrates that the tendency value for 
the tour process in the tourist attributes ranges between CNY 90 yuan and 110 yuan.(CNY: 
Chinese monetary unit) Regarding the attribute of traveling time, the weighted values of 
the traveling time requirement for the neighborhood historical tourists vary from 0.12 to 
0.18. This illustrates that the preferred traveling time of the neighborhood historical tour-
ists is 1.2–1.8 h within 2 h. The preferred tourist attraction hot indexes of the neighborhood 
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historical tourist vary from 0.36 to 0.65, centering at 0.50. This illustrates that the historical 
tourists’ preference for the popular tourist attractions is average, and the tourist attraction 
hot index is not the determined factor in choosing a tourist attractions. Regarding the se-
lection of a tourist attraction destination, the values 0.50 and 0.75 appear frequently, i.e., 
the main purpose of traveling tends to be health care or vacation. Regarding the selection 
of the transportation mode, the current tourist and historical tourists all choose cycling, 
and the weighted value is 0.50. The searching objective function values calculated by the 
feature attribute factor range from 0.054 to 0.287, and the values are all relatively small. 
This illustrates that the attributes of the current tourist and historical tourists are similar. 
These historical tourists’ interests can reflect the current tourist’s interests. 

The tourist attraction classification label word frequency of each neighborhood his-
torical tourist fluctuates with different values, but they are generally close. The word label 
frequency for the first, the second and the fourth classification is relatively high; the aver-
age value is 20.9, 29.2, and 23.1, respectively. This illustrates that the neighborhood tour-
ists’ preferences regarding these classifications are high. Thus, the preferred tourist attrac-
tion classifications of the neighborhood historical tourists are the park and greenland, 
venue and memorial, and leisure shopping, which will be recommended. 

4.4. The Recommendation Result and Analysis on the Optimal Tour Route Based on the Precise 
Tourist Attraction Approach Vector Algorithm 

The tourist attraction geospatial directed weighted graph D  is output, as shown in 
Figure 10. The edges’ weight values are calculated and the global route weight iteration 
value ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZG R R  of each tour route and the optimal tour route are output. 

 
Figure 10. The tourist attraction geographic space directed weighted graph D . 

4.4.1. The Output Result of the Optimal Tour Route Recommendation Based on the  
Precise Tourist Attraction Approach Vector Algorithm 

The constraint factors ( ) ( ) ( )( , )i to i to jξ R R  and parameters ( ) ( ) ( )( , )i to i to jε R R  of each section 
( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R  in different transportation modes ( ) ( )( , )to i to jτ R R , and the weight value 

( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R  for each section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R , are calculated, as shown in Table 5. The 
( ) ( )( , ) 1to i to jτ =R R  represents cycling, the ( ) ( )( , ) 2to i to jτ =R R  represents the use of a taxi and the 
( ) ( )( , ) 3to i to jτ =R R  represents the use of the public bus. The weight value ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R  for 

each section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R  of each tour route in different transportation modes, as well as 
the global weight iteration value ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZG R R  are output. The five values represent the 
five sections’ weight for one tour route, shown in Table 6. Each tour route’s starting point 
and terminal point are both the tS . The representation method for each tour route is 

(1, 2, 3, 4)O , representing the tour route (1) (2) (3) (4)t tSO O O O S . Figures 11–13 shows the fluctuat-
ing tendency of the weight value ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R  for each section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R . According to 
the searching process of the global optimal solution ( ) ( )( , )( )min to i to joZG R R , the formed maxi-
mum heapT is output, as shown in Figure 14. According to the result of Table 6 and Figure 
14, the global optimal solution ( ) ( )( , )( )min to i to joZG R R  and the optimal tour route are output. 
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Table 5. The constraint factor ( ) ( ) ( )( , )i to i to jξ R R , correction parameter ( ) ( ) ( )( , )i to i to jε R R , and weight 
value ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R  of each tourist attraction adjacency section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R  in different trans-
portation modes ( ) ( )( , )to i to jτ R R . 

( )iτ  1τ =  2τ =  3τ =  1τ = 2τ = 3τ =
( )iξ  (1)ξ  ( 2)ξ  (3)ξ  (1)ξ  ( 2)ξ  (3)ξ  (1)ξ  (2)ξ  (3)ξ  g  
( )iε  0.10 1.00 0.10 0.10 1.00 0.10 0.10 1.00 0.10 
(2),tS O  5.50 0 1.50 8.10 0.25 15.10 9.20 0.25 1.00 0.700 2.570 1.270 
(7 ),tS O  1.10 0 1.50 2.30 0.34 6.45 1.20 0.34 1.00 0.260 1.215 0.560 
(16),tS O  3.10 0 1.50 5.40 0.39 11.10 5.90 0.39 1.00 0.460 2.040 1.080 
(20),tS O  2.10 0 2.00 2.30 0.35 6.45 2.20 0.35 1.00 0.410 1.225 0.670 

(2) (7),O O  7.00 0 2.50 8.60 0.30 15.90 9.50 0.30 1.00 0.950 2.750 1.350 
(2) (16),O O  3.80 0 1.50 4.10 0.23 9.10 4.00 0.23 1.00 0.530 1.550 0.730 
(2) (20),O O  7.30 0 3.00 8.40 0.40 15.60 8.70 0.40 1.00 1.030 2.800 1.370 
(7) (16),O O  3.30 0 2.00 4.20 0.36 9.30 3.80 0.36 1.00 0.530 1.710 0.840 
(7) (20),O O  0.92 0 1.50 1.30 0.13 6.00 1.00 0.13 1.00 0.242 0.860 0.330 
(16) (20),O O  3.60 0 2.00 4.60 0.37 9.90 4.10 0.37 1.00 0.560 1.820 0.880 

Table 6. Tour route section weight and global weight iteration value in different transportation modes. 

 ( )iτ  1τ =  2τ =  3τ =  
 ( )iξ  g  G g  G g  G
1 (2, 7,16, 20)O  0.7, 0.95, 0.53, 0.56, 0.41 3.15 2.57, 2.75, 1.71, 1.82, 1.225 10.075 1.27, 1.35, 0.84, 0.88, 0.67 5.01 
2 (2, 7, 20,16)O  0.7, 0.95, 0.242, 0.56, 0.46 2.912 2.57, 2.75, 0.86, 1.82, 2.04 10.040 1.27, 1.35, 0.33, 0.88, 1.08 4.91 
3 (2,16, 7, 20)O  0.7, 0.53, 0.53, 0.242, 0.41 2.412 2.57, 1.55, 1.71, 0.86, 1.225 7.915 1.27, 0.73, 0.84, 0.33, 0.67 3.84 
4 (2,16, 20, 7)O  0.7, 0.53, 0.56, 0.242, 0.26 2.292 2.57, 1.55, 1.82, 0.86, 1.215 8.015 1.27, 0.73, 0.88, 0.33, 0.56 3.77 
5 (2, 20, 7,16)O  0.7, 1.03, 0.242, 0.53, 0.46 2.962 2.57, 2.8, 0.86, 1.71, 2.04 9.980 1.27, 1.37, 0.33, 0.84, 1.08 4.89 
6 (2, 20,16, 7)O  0.7, 1.03, 0.56, 0.53, 0.26 3.080 2.57, 2.8, 1.82, 1.71, 1.215 10.115 1.27, 1.37, 0.88, 0.84, 0.56 4.92 
7 (7, 2,16, 20)O  0.26, 0.95, 0.53, 0.56, 0.41 2.710 1.215, 2.75, 1.55, 1.82, 1.225 8.5600 0.56, 1.35, 0.73, 0.88, 0.67 4.19 
8 (7, 2, 20,16)O  0.26, 0.95, 1.03, 0.56, 0.46 3.260 1.215, 2.75, 2.8, 1.82, 2.04 10.625 0.56, 1.35, 1.37, 0.88, 1.08 5.24 
9 (7,16, 2, 20)O  0.26, 0.53, 0.53, 1.03, 0.41 2.760 1.215, 1.71, 1.55, 2.8, 1.225 8.500 0.56, 0.84, 0.73, 1.37, 0.67 4.17 

10 (7,16, 20, 2)O  0.26, 0.53, 0.56, 1.03, 0.7 3.080 1.215, 1.71, 1.82, 2.8, 2.57 10.115 0.56, 0.84, 0.88, 1.37, 1.27 4.92 
11 (7, 20, 2,16)O  0.26, 0.242, 1.03, 0.53, 0.46 2.522 1.215, 0.86, 2.8, 1.55, 2.04 8.465 0.56, 0.33, 1.37, 0.73, 1.08 4.07 
12 (7, 20,16, 2)O  0.26, 0.242, 0.56, 0.53, 0.7 2.292 1.215, 0.86, 1.82, 1.55, 2.57 8.015 0.56, 0.33, 0.88, 0.73, 1.27 3.77 
13 (16, 2, 7, 20)O  0.46, 0.53, 0.95, 0.242, 0.41 2.592 2.04, 1.55, 2.75, 0.86, 1.225 8.425 1.08, 0.73, 1.35, 0.33, 0.67 4.16 
14 (16, 2, 20, 7)O  0.46, 0.53, 1.03, 0.242, 0.26 2.522 2.04, 1.55, 2.8, 0.86, 1.215 8.465 1.08, 0.73, 1.37, 0.33, 0.56 4.07 
15 (16, 7, 2, 20)O  0.46, 0.53, 0.95, 1.03, 0.41 3.380 2.04, 1.71, 2.75, 2.8, 1.225 10.525 1.08, 0.84, 1.35, 1.37, 0.67 5.31 
16 (16, 7, 20, 2)O  0.46, 0.53, 0.242, 1.03, 0.7 2.962 2.04, 1.71, 0.86, 2.8, 2.57 9.980 1.08, 0.84, 0.33, 1.37, 1.27 4.89 
17 (16, 20, 2, 7)O  0.46, 0.56, 1.03, 0.95, 0.26 3.260 2.04, 1.82, 2.8, 2.75, 1.215 10.625 1.08, 0.88, 1.37, 1.35, 0.56 5.24 
18 (16, 20, 7, 2)O  0.46, 0.56, 0.242, 0.95, 0.7 2.912 2.04, 1.82, 0.86, 2.75, 2.57 10.040 1.08, 0.88, 0.33, 1.35, 1.27 4.91 
19 (20, 2, 7,16)O  0.41, 1.03, 0.95, 0.53, 0.46 3.380 1.225, 2.8, 2.75, 1.71, 2.04 10.525 0.67, 1.37, 1.35, 0.84, 1.08 5.31 
20 (20, 2,16, 7)O  0.41, 1.03, 0.53, 0.53, 0.26 2.76 1.225, 2.8, 1.55, 1.71, 1.215 8.5 0.67, 1.37, 0.73, 0.84, 0.56 4.17 
21 (20, 7, 2,16)O  0.41, 0.242, 0.95, 0.53, 0.46 2.592 1.225, 0.86, 2.75, 1.55, 2.04 8.425 0.67, 0.33, 1.35, 0.73, 1.08 4.16 
22 (20, 7,16, 2)O  0.41, 0.242, 0.53, 0.53, 0.7 2.412 1.225, 0.86, 1.71, 1.55, 2.57 7.915 0.67, 0.33, 0.84, 0.73, 1.27 3.84 
23 (20,16, 2, 7)O  0.41, 0.56, 0.53, 0.95, 0.26 2.71 1.225, 1.82, 1.55, 2.75, 1.215 8.56 0.67, 0.88, 0.73, 1.35, 0.56 4.19 
24 (20,16, 7, 2)O  0.41, 0.56, 0.53, 0.95, 0.7 3.15 1.225, 1.82, 1.71, 2.75, 2.57 10.075 0.67, 0.88, 0.84, 1.35, 1.27 5.01 
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Figure 11. The increasing tendency of the weight ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R  of each tour route tourist attraction adjacency section 
( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R under the condition of transportation mode of cycling. The figure (a–x) represent the No.1~No.24 tour routes 

shown in the Table 6 under the condition of transportation mode of cycling 1τ = . 
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Figure 12. The increasing tendency of the weight ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R  of each tour route tourist attraction adjacency section 
( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R under the condition of transportation mode of using a taxi. The figure (a–x) represent the No.1~No.24 tour 

routes shown in the Table 6 under the condition of transportation mode of using a taxi 2τ = . 
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Figure 13. The increasing tendency of the weight ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R of each tour route tourist attraction adjacency section 
( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R under the condition of transportation mode of using the public bus. The figure (a–x) represent the No.1~No.24 

tour routes shown in the Table 6 under the condition of transportation mode of using the public bus 3τ = . 

   
(a) 1τ =  (b) 2τ =  (c) 3τ =  

Figure 14. The maximum complete binary tree based on the global weight iteration value ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZG R R . (a–c) show the 
maximum heap result in different transportation modes. 

4.4.2. The Data Result Analysis 
In Figure 10, the edge weight reflects the generated motive benefit value when the 

tourists travel between two points. The smaller the edge weight is, the lower the traveling 
cost and the higher the tourists’ motive benefit values will be. The positive and the nega-
tive direction of the edge represents the travel direction. Since the geographic information 
and traffic information are not influenced by the direction, the weight values will not be 
influenced by the direction. 

According to the calculation result, when the tourists choose cycling, the optimal tour 
routes are (2) (16) (20) (7)t tSO O O O S  and (7) (20) (16) (2)t tSO O O O S , and the minimum global weight iteration 
value is 2.292. When the tourists choose to use a taxi, the optimal tour routes are 

(2) (16) (7) (20)t tSO O O O S  and (20) (7) (16) (2)t tSO O O O S , and the minimum global weight iteration value is 
7.915. When the tourists choose to use the public bus, the optimal tour routes are 
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(2) (16) (20) (7)t tSO O O O S  and (7) (20) (16) (2)t tSO O O O S , and the minimum global weight iteration 
value is 3.770. Figures 11–13 show that, for different transportation modes, each tour 
route’s output neighborhood section weight fluctuates throughout the entire traveling 
process and reaches the maximum value at the terminal point. The fluctuating waves for 
each tour route have different shapes. When cycling, the weight value ranges from 0 to 
3.5. When taking a taxi, the weight value ranges from 0 to 12.0. When using the public 
bus, the weight value ranges from 0 to 6.0. 

In the maximum heap, the global weight iteration values appear at the last two ele-
ments in the last level. In Figure 14, the elements storing the global weight iteration values 
are shown in red and relate to the optimal tour routes under the related transportation 
modes. 

4.5. The Comparison of the Algorithms 
Three electronic maps are chosen as the control group. The electronic maps include 

the Baidu map, Gaode map and Tengxun map. The embedded algorithms are defined as 
the Baidu Algorithm (BA), Gaode Algorithm (GA), and Sougou Algorithm (SA), and the 
proposed algorithm is referred to as PA. 

4.5.1. The Comparison Result of the Algorithm Data 
The searching methods of the algorithms are different. The proposed algorithm 

searches for the shortest path by using the approach function points, while the traditional 
maps frequently search the main roads. Therefore, when generating the directed weighted 
graph, the weight ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R  of the section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R  differs from each other since 
the shortest distance factor 1 ( ) ( )( , )to i to jξ R R , road congestion index 2 ( ) ( )( , )to i to jξ R R , and the trav-
eling fee 3 ( ) ( )( , )to i to jξ R R  are different; thus, the same section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R  will generate dif-
ferent weight values. This will cause a difference in the optimal tour route. 

Under the same experimental conditions, the final optimal tour route, each route’s 
weight ( ) ( )( , )( )to i to joZg R R  of each section ( ) ( )( , )to i to joZ R R , the global optimal solution 

( ) ( )( , )( )min to i to joZG R R , and the difference value of the global optimal solution 
( ) ( )( , )( )min to i to joZGΔ R R  in different transportation modes ( ) ( )( , )to i to jτ R R  are output, as shown 

in Table 7. The bold value of the weight g indicates the global optimal solution minG . 
Figure 15a–c show the weight tendency of the optimal tour route in the different algo-
rithms under the modes of 1τ = , 2τ = , and 3τ = . Different colors relate to the tourist 
attractions on the route. Figure 15d–f show the global optimal solution differences 

( ) ( )( , )( )min to i to joZGΔ R R  between the BA, GA, SA, and the PA under the modes of 1τ = , 
2τ = , and 3τ = , represented by the blue, orange, and green color, respectively. The min-

imum time expense t (min) for the travel process in the entire route is different for each 
algorithm. Table 8 shows a comparison of the traveling time of the optimal tour route for 
each algorithm. Figure 15g–i show the traveling time of the optimal tour route for each 
algorithm under different modes. The blue, orange, green, and gray colors represent BA, 
GA, SA, and PA, respectively. 

Table 7. The comparison of the global optimal solution ( ) ( )( , )( )min to i to joZG R R  and the difference value 
( ) ( )( , )( )min to i to joZGΔ R R .The bold value of the weight g indicates the global optimal solution minG . 

  (1) BA (2) GA (3) SA (4) PA   

1 
a     

(1) a 0.73 0.55 0.61 0.26 0.29 2.44 0.148 
(1) b 0.29 0.26 0.61 0.55 0.73 2.44 0.148 
(2) a 0.72 0.6 0.62 0.28 0.29 2.51 0.218 
(2) b 0.29 0.28 0.62 0.60 0.72 2.51 0.218 

b     (3) a 0.73 0.60 0.60 0.25 0.29 2.47 0.178 
(3) b 0.29 0.25 0.60 0.60 0.73 2.47 0.178 

τ ~ ming G min GΔ

(2,16,20,7)O (2,16,20,7)O (2,16,20,7)O (2,16,20,7)O

(7,20,16,2)O (7,20,16,2)O (7,20,16,2)O (7,20,16,2)O
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(4) a 0.70 0.53 0.56 0.242 0.26 2.292 -- 
(4) b 0.26 0.242 0.56 0.53 0.70 2.292 -- 

2 

a     

(1) a 2.71 1.75 2.05 0.825 1.235 8.57 0.655
(1) b 1.235 0.825 2.05 1.75 2.71 8.57 0.655 
(2) a 2.75 1.785 1.81 0.765 1.235 8.345 0.430 
(2) b 1.235 0.765 1.81 1.785 2.75 8.345 0.430 

b     

(3) a 2.645 1.775 2.025 0.775 1.225 8.445 0.530 
(3) b 1.225 0.775 2.025 1.775 2.645 8.445 0.530 
(4) a 2.57 1.55 1.71 0.86 1.225 7.915 -- 
(4) b 1.225 0.86 1.71 1.55 2.57 7.915 -- 

3 

a     

(1) a 1.36 0.83 0.98 0.35 0.62 4.14 0.370 
(1) b 0.62 0.35 0.98 0.83 1.36 4.14 0.370 
(2) a 1.33 0.82 1.03 0.35 0.64 4.17 0.400 
(2) b 0.64 0.35 1.03 0.82 1.33 4.17 0.400 

b     

(3) a 1.25 0.85 0.95 0.35 0.65 4.05 0.280 
(3) b 0.65 0.35 0.95 0.85 1.25 4.05 0.280 
(4) a 1.27 0.73 0.88 0.33 0.56 3.77 -- 
(4) b 0.56 0.33 0.88 0.73 1.27 3.77 -- 

Table 8. A comparison of the traveling time expense of the optimal tour route for each algorithm 
under the different transportation modes. 

  (1) BA (2) GA (3) SA (4) PA 
(min) 

(1) BA (2) GA (3) SA (4) PA 

1 
a 94 101 97 77 
b     94 101 97 77 

2 
a     67 51 50 42 
b     67 51 50 42 

3 
a     167 184 196 167 
b     167 184 196 167 
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Figure 15. The weight fluctuation for each algorithm and a comparison of the global optimal solution difference values 
under the different transportation modes. (a–c) show the weight tendency of the optimal tour route in different algorithms 
under the modes. (d–f) show the global optimal solution differences in different algorithms under the modes. (g–i) show 
the ferry traveling time of the optimal tour route for each algorithm under different modes. 

4.5.2. The Data Result Analysis 
For the three transportation modes, the neighborhood section weights of the optimal 

route in each algorithm fluctuate to different degrees. When the tourists choose cycling, 
the BA experiences the largest fluctuation, followed by the GA and SA; the PA has the 
smallest fluctuation. The weights vary from 0 to 3.5. When the tourists choose to use a 
taxi, the fluctuation is roughly the same, and the weights vary from 0 to 12.0. When the 
tourists choose to use the public bus, the BA and GA have relatively large fluctuations, 
followed by the SA; the PA has the smallest fluctuation. The weights vary from 0 to 6.0. 
In this aspect, the PA has better stability than the control group algorithms. 

When the tourists choose cycling, the global optimal solutions of BA, GA, and SA are 
larger than the PA, in which the BA, GA, and SA are larger than the PA for 0.148, 0.218, 
and 0.178, respectively. When the tourists choose to use a taxi, the global optimal solutions 
of BA, GA, and SA are larger than the PA, in which the BA, GA, and SA are larger than 
the PA for 0.655, 0.430, and 0.530, respectively. When the tourists choose to use the public 
bus, the global optimal solutions of BA, GA, and SA are larger than the PA, in which the 
BA, GA, and SA are larger than the PA for 0.370, 0.400, and 0.280, respectively. Regarding 
the comparison data, the control group algorithms’ global optimal solution values are all 
larger than that of the proposed algorithm, which illustrates that the output global optimal 
solution value of the proposed algorithm is the smallest, and the tourists will spend the 
least traveling time and money to achieve the best motive benefit satisfaction. 

When the tourists choose cycling, the GA requires the most traveling time, followed 
by the SA and BA; the lowest time is needed for the PA. When the tourists choose to use 
a taxi, the BA requires the most traveling time, followed by the GA and SA; the least time 
is required for the PA. When the tourists choose to use the public bus, the SA requires the 
most traveling time, followed by the GA; the least time is needed for the PA and BA. The 
PA is the least time-consuming, except when the tourist chooses to use the public bus, for 
which the PA is equally as time-consuming as the BA. On the whole, the proposed algo-
rithm is the optimal one. 

4.6. The Proposed Algorithm and Other Recommendation Algorithms’ Difference Analysis 
The proposed recommendation algorithm (PRA) and other recommendation algo-

rithms (ORA) display great discrepancies. 
The first discrepancy is the different algorithm essence. The PRA’s essence is to 

search the tourist attractions that best match tourists’ interests, and then to search the op-
timal tour route, which is different from ORA. The ORA’s essence is to make a fuzzy rec-
ommendation based on historical data—for instance, recommendations based on users, 
based on objects, based on content, and based on association rules. Recommendations 
based on users recommend related users’ favorite objects. Recommendations based on 
objects recommend the user’s previous favorite objects. Recommendations based on con-
tent are based on users’ evaluation data. Recommendations based on association rules use 

1τ = 2τ = 3τ =
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probability to recommend objects. Different in essence, the PRA directly obtains tourists’ 
precise interest data and searches tourist attractions one by one; it then searches the tour 
route along the road; 

The second discrepancy is the different objective. In order to increase the accuracy, 
the ORA needs to solve the problems associated with cold start, data sparsity, etc. How-
ever, the PRA does not aim to solve these problems. Its aim is to obtain the best match 
between tourists’ interests and the tourist attraction attributes, as well as to search the 
optimal tour route; 

The third discrepancy is the different accuracy degree. The PRA is based on the in-
terest data directly generated by the tourists; thus, the recommended tourist attractions 
are guaranteed to satisfy their interests. This is the advantage of the PRA. The ORA is still 
a fuzzy recommendation in essence, which can only increase the accuracy, but it is unable 
to thoroughly match tourists’ precise interests; 

The fourth discrepancy is the different principles and algorithm process. Due to the 
differences in essence and objectives, the realization process of the PRA is different from 
that of the ORA. Its main steps include the searching of precise tourist attractions and the 
searching of the optimal tour route, which is more accurate than the ORA, since the ORA 
usually directly recommends a tour route previously visited by historical tourists. The 
mode has relatively low accuracy and cannot meet the individualized needs. 

4.7. The Discussion on the Method Execution and Other Use Cases 
The aim of this study is to propose an intelligent algorithm for a smart tourism rec-

ommendation system; thus, the proposed algorithm can automatically realize tourist at-
traction and tour route recommendations. Regarding the data required to execute the al-
gorithm, the tourist attraction data, attribute data, city geospatial information data, traffic 
information data, and the website evaluation data are fixed, and they form the algorithm’s 
underlying database. Meanwhile, the tourists’ interest data and the starting point of the 
tour are two variables, and they are key factors to determine the recommended results. 
When an arbitrary variable changes, the recommended results will alter accordingly be-
cause, under the control of the inner algorithm, the initial variable changes will cause dif-
ferent intermediate results in the searching process. Based on the experiment’s basic data, 
other use cases are discussed as follows. 

The first use case is the condition that the tourist’s interest data change, but the start-
ing location does not change. A tourist tends to choose labels from the word frequency 
vectors (3)toL : swim, sports, playground, theme park, children animation and (4)toL : shop, 
commercial complex, leisure, restaurant. He chooses two tourist attractions from each 
classification, while the other two vectors to)1(L  and to)2(L  are labeled 0. Additionally, the 
starting location (113.658, 34.774) does not change. The final recommended tourist attrac-
tions and tour routes for the different transportation modes are (12) (20) (17) (18)t tSO O O O S  and 

(18) (17) (20) (12)t tSO O O O S ; 
The second use case is the condition that the tourist’s interest data do not change, but 

the starting location changes. Under this condition, the recommendation system outputs 
(2) (4) (1) (3){ , , , }=R T T T T , while the tourist’s interest data do not change; two tourist attractions 

of the cluster ( 2 )T , one tourist attraction of the cluster ( 4 )T  and one tourist attraction of 
the cluster (1)T . If the starting point changes to location (113.644, 34.699), the recom-
mended tourist attractions and tour routes for the different transportation modes are 

(13) (15) (2) (16)t tSO O O O S  and (16) (2) (15) (13)t tSO O O O S ; 
The third use case is the condition that both the tourists’ interest data and starting 

point change. A tourist tends to choose labels from the word frequency vectors (1)toL : his-
tory, science, venue, memorial, museum; ( 2) toL : sightseeing, flower, park, greenland, scen-
ery. He chooses two tourist attractions from each classification, while the other two vec-
tors to)3(L  and to)4(L  are labeled 0. The starting point changes to location (113.682, 34.749). 
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The recommended tourist attractions and tour routes are (1) (16) (4) (10)t tSO O O O S  and 
(10) (4) (16) (1)t tSO O O O S  for the different transportation modes. 

From the use cases, it can be concluded that when one variable changes, the finally 
output tourist attraction and tour route will change accordingly. This confirms that the 
proposed algorithm is feasible and practical for a smart recommendation system. 

4.8. Conclusions on the Problems Solved by the Proposed Algorithm 
As to Problem (1), previous research focused on the algorithm itself, such as the al-

gorithm efficiency, but the aim of the proposed method is different. It focuses on searching 
the very tourist attractions and optimal tour route that best match tourists’ interests, and 
this is the key aspect when setting up the algorithm process; in addition, its essence is 
different from that of other recommendation methods. In Section 4.6, a comparison be-
tween the proposed method and other recommendation methods is presented based on 
the entire research. As to Problem (2) and Problem (3), Algorithm 1 is set up in Section 
2.1.1, the Algorithm 2 in Section 2.1.2, Algorithm 3 in Section 2.2, and the searching algo-
rithm in Section 3 to solve the problems of precisely matching the tourist attractions to the 
tourists’ interests, searching the tourist attractions and searching the tour routes. The ex-
periment chooses the city of Zhengzhou as an example and extracts the basic data of its 
tourist attractions, traffic information data, and geospatial data. In Section 4.3, the recom-
mendation degree is calculated from the chosen interest labels and the tourist attraction 
classification priority sequence is recommended. According to the tour starting point, the 
four optimal tourist attractions that best match tourists’ interests are obtained. This exper-
iment proves that the tourist attractions recommended by the proposed algorithm com-
pletely match tourists’ interests with optimal feature attributes, matching degree, and lo-
cations. In Sections 4.4 and 4.5, the optimal tour routes for different transportation modes 
are output, which proves that they have advantages regarding the motive benefit, time 
consumption, etc. Moreover, Problem (2) and Problem (3) are well solved. Regarding the 
Problem (4), the recommended tour routes are based on the searching algorithm devel-
oped in Section 3, and through Sections 4.4 and 4.5, this method is proven to have high 
accuracy, as it is directly based on tourists’ individualized interest data, contrasting the 
traditional recommendation mode with the fuzzy method in which historical tour routes 
are recommended to the tourists. Problem (4) is also well solved. 

5. Conclusions 
The current tourist attraction and tour route recommendation system experiences 

problems. Aimed at addressing these problems, this paper proposes an algorithm. The 
tourist attraction cellular generating space and the tourist attraction clustering model are 
set up. The aim is to recommend the optimal tourist attractions for the tourists. This paper 
also proposes a tourist attraction recommendation algorithm based on the weighted col-
laborative filtering algorithm. It also involves an optimal tour route recommendation 
model based on the precise tourist attractions using different transportation modes. This 
model uses the function approach to search for the shortest path. The proposed algorithm 
can reduce the tourists’ traveling time and costs. When the tourists choose certain modes, 
the output optimal routes will be different. An experiment is performed to verify the fea-
sibility and advantages of the proposed algorithm. 

This paper does not focus on the problem of cold start, data sparsity, etc. The main 
purpose is to study the precise matching and precise recommendations rather than to im-
prove the algorithm’s efficiency. Another innovation of the paper is the proposed function 
vector approach algorithm, which is used to search for the shortest path and finally reduce 
the tourists’ traveling time and costs. 

This algorithm could be used as an embedded algorithm for smart tourism recom-
mendation system that is developed, managed, and operated by the tourism sectors and 
government. Then, the system is ultimately used by tourists on the website. When tourists 
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use the system website, they can input the basic interests and needs to the system, and 
then it will directly recommends optimal tourist attractions and tour routes for tourists, 
which is automatic and intelligent. Though the proposed algorithm has advantages, it still 
has some limitations, which should be further studied in the future. First, the proposed 
algorithm is based on website big data: the accuracy of the big data mining should be 
improved, which will help to make the labels more accurate and better match the tourists’ 
interests, improving the recommendation accuracy. Second, the study area of the pro-
posed algorithm is the downtown area of the city, and the transportation modes are lim-
ited. In a future study, the study area could be expanded to the subordinate counties and 
districts of the city, and the transportation modes could be diversified. 
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